INTRODUCTION
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space, and let G be a subgroup of GL ( V) . Set D( V) equal to the algebra of differential operators on V with polynomial coefficients and D( V) G equal to the G invariants in D( V). If 9 is a reductive Lie algebra over C then ~ egis a Cartan subgroup of g, and if G is the adjoint group of 9 then W is the Weyl group of (g, ~) , Harish-Chandra introduced an algebra homomorphism, J, of D(g) G to D(~)w [H3] . J isgiven by the obvious restriction mapping on the subalgebra of invariant polynomials and on the invariant constant coefficient differential operators, and ker J is the ideal, ..Y, of D(g)G consisting of elements that annihilate all G invariant polynomials. In this paper we prove that if 9 has no factor of type E then J is surjective. We also prove that for general g, the homomorphism is surjective after localizing by the discriminant of g. If go is a real form of 9 and if Go is the adjoint group of go then Harish-Chandra has shown that ..Y is precisely the ideal in D(g)G of operators that annihilate all Go invariant distributions on "completely invariant" open subsets of go [H2] . Our first application of our analysis of J is to give a new proof of this important theorem.
In light of this theorem the space of Go -invariant distributions on a completely invariant open subset of go is a D(g)G-module that "pushes down" to w w a D(~) -module. To analyze these D(~) -modules we develop a theory analogous to Howe's formalism of dual pairs, proving an equivalence of categories between an appropriate category of D(~)w-modules and the category of all W-modules over C. We show that the D(g)G-module of distributions on go supported in the nilpotent cone of go is (as a D(~)w module) in our category. Thus, to each distribution supported on the nilpotent cone we can associate a (finite dimensional) representation of W. If the distribution is the orbital integral corresponding to a fixed nilpotent element of go then we prove that the representation of W is irreducible and derive a formula for the Fourier transform of the orbital integral in terms of W -harmonic polynomials corresponding to this representation of W. In [BV2, BV3, HK] results of this nature were proved in the case when 9 0 is a Lie algebra over C looked upon as a Lie algebra over R. They prove that the indicated Fourier transform is given in terms of a harmonic polynomial transforming according to the Springer representation associated to the corresponding nilpotent G-orbit in 9 [S] . We use this theorem to prove that our general correspondence between nilpotent Go -orbits of 9 0 is given by the Springer correspondence for the corresponding G-orbits in 9. In particular, our theory yields a new approach to the Springer correspondence.
We say that 9 is "nice" if d is surjective. (As indicated above one can prove "niceness" for all 9 without ideals of type E.) For nice 9 we show that the surjectivity of d can be used to give a new proof of Harish-Chandra's famous local L 1 theorem for invariant eigendistributions on completely invariant subsets of 9 0 • The question of whether or not 9 is nice is related to a long standing problem concerning Weyl group invariants in two copies of a Cartan subalgebra. We consider the contragradient action of W on ~... and are interested in the invariants of W in 9'(~ x ~ ... ) (the polynomials on ~ x f), 9'(~ x ~"')w , under the action s/(x, A) = / (S-l X, S-l A) . We choose a basis of ~ and the dual basis in ~... and thereby have linear coordinates Xl ' ••• ,xl on ~ and dual linear coordinates {I' ... ,{/ on ~ .... Set P = E{/J/8X i on 9'(~ x ~ ... ) (P is the usual polarization operator). P stabilizes 9'(~ x f)w , and it has been suggested that 9'(~ x ~"')w is the algebra generated by E pk 9'(~)w . For lack of a name let us call this the "polarization hypothesis". If this were true then it is a simple matter to prove that all 9 are good. For 9 of type An the polarization hypothesis can be found in [W] . By a modification of the argument of Weyl it is easy to show that the hypothesis is also true for types Bn and en and G 2 • However, the hypothesis is false for Dn for n ~ 4. In the first appendix to this paper we give a counterexample for D4 and introduce what we call the "revised polarization hypothesis". This revision is sufficient to prove "niceness", and it is true for Dn. For F4 even this is false. However, one can prove a result for F4 which is sufficient to prove that it is also nice. The proof for F4 will appear elsewhere. For E 6 , E 7 , and E8 the question of niceness will most likely be testable using the next generation of computers. However, we hope that there is an elegant theorem on Weyl group invariants (in the spirit of Chevalley's proof that 9'(~)w is a polynomial ring) that will give a uniform argument.
The author began his work on this chain of ideas after a conversation he had with Roger Howe (walking in the Torrey Pines Reserve). In this conversation Howe described his work on the action of the algebra generated by the Casimir polynomial and the Laplacian on 9"'(.5((2, R»G o • An outgrowth of this conversation was that it seemed quite likely that D(~)w that is generated by the Weyl group invariant polynomials and the Weyl group invariant differential operators (indeed, Howe sketched a proof of the result for An using a theorem of Weyl alluded to above). We also thank T. Enright, B. Kostant, and D. Vogan for helpful conversations.
POLYNOMIAL DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS INVARIANT UNDER A FINITE GROUP
We begin this section with a simple result that will play an important role in this paper. Lemma 1.1. Let, 9J' be an algebra over C with unit, and let ~ be a subalgebra of ,9J' containing 1 such that there exists a linear map P of ,9J' onto ~ such that P(I) = 1 and P(ab) If we apply P ® I to both sides of (1.1) then we have (P( 1) = 1) Note. Let , 9J' be an algebra over C with a filtration ,9J'j c ,9J'i+l, Uj.sat i = ,9J' , dim,9J'i < 00. Let G be a compact Lie group acting on .sat byautomorphisms such that g,9J'j c ,9J'j for all i and g E G. If the corresponding representation of G on ,9J'j is continuous for all i and if ~ = ,9J'G = {a E ,9J'lga = a, g E G} then set Pa = fo g(a) dg with d g normalized invariant measure on G. The conclusion of Lemma 1 is therefore true for ~. We will apply Lemma I to this context without further comment.
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over C. We will use the notation in Appendix 1. Let G be a subgroup of GL (V) . Then G acts on .9(V) by g'f(x)=f (g-I X ) for fE.9(V), XE V, gEG. If DED(V) then we set g. D = gDg-1 • We note that if g E G then g. Dk(V) C Dk (V) . If M is a G-module then we set
Then .9(V) G, S(V) G ,and D(V) G are respectively subalgebras of .9(V), S(V) , and D(V) . We include the following observation since its proof involves one of the basic ideas in the paper. We now assume that M is finitely generated as a D(V)G-module. Set
We look upon 9'(V) as a D(V)-module under the usual action as differential operators, and we look upon S(V) as a D(V)-module under the obvious identification with D(V)/D(V)9'+(V) (notation as in Appendix 1).
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Wi EM such that (the following tensor products are over C)
Thus, in the notation of Lemma 1.1, we have
The proof in this case is now complete. The proof of the parenthetic statements is the same after we have reversed the roles of 9'(V). and S(V).
Let lfG (resp. lf~) denote the category of all finitely generated
If G leaves invariant a symmetric nondegenerate form and if ¢ is as above then the functor M --+ M d~fines an equivalence of categories between lfG and lf~. The following result is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.3.
We define a D(V) module structure on S(V) as follows. Let Co be the 9'(V)-module, C, with 
We look upon S(V) as a G-module in the usual way. Thus with this D(V)-module structure S(V) is a (D(V)G, G)-bimodule (as is 9'(V)). This is the desired structure on S(V). 9'(V) E lfG and S(V) E lf~. ~position 1.5. Assume that G acts completely reducibly on V. Let .7 (resp . .7) denote the set of all isomorphism classes of irreducible M~ such that HomG(M, .9'(V) ) :f 0 (resp. HomG (M, S(V) ) :f 0) . If A E .7u.7 thenfix J). EA. To each A E.7 (resp. A E.7) there corresponds an irreducible D(V)G-module V;' (resp. V;') such that: ' (resp. V;') is equivalent with Vil (resp. VIl) as a D(V)G-module then A = Jl; and (ii) As a (D(V) G, G)-bimodule .9'(V) (resp. S(V) ) is equivalent with
and
Thus if we prove the result for .9'(V) then the result will follow for S(V). We will be using the following construction throughout the proof of this result. Let A E .7 , and let A * be the class of the contragredient representation of J)., J).* . Then A* E .7. Let e 1 , ••• , e d be basis of J)., and let e~ , ... , e; be the dual basis in J).* . If T E HomG(J)., .9'(V)) and S E HomG(J).* , S(V))
V) splits into a direct sum of the invariant subspaces .9'(V) [A] . Fix Z;. a nonzero G-invariant irreducible subspace of .9'(V) [A] . Let Me .9'(V) 
(1) MnZ;.:f{O}.
Indeed, let f EM -{O} be homogeneous of degree r. Then spandgf} is a direct sum of irreducible G-submodules in the class A. Let T be a nonzero element of HomG(J)., Z;.). Let S E HomG(J).* ,Sr(V)) be such that there exists Jl E J).* with S(Jl)f = 1. Sand Jl exist since f is homogeneous and the pairing between Sr(V) and .9'r(V) given by (plf) = pf E C is perfect. 
If A E!7' then let j(A) be the minimum of j such that 9"/V) n9"(V) [A] =I-{O}. Suppose that V;' is equivalent with Vil with A, f..t E !7'. We take these modules to be realized as above. Let A implement the equivalence.
We may assume that Z;. C 9"j(V), Let T E HomG(V;., Z;.) be nonzero, and let !7' E HomG(V;.* ,Sj(V)) be such that S(V;.*)Z;. =I- 
This implies that A = f..t. This completes the proof of (i) and, hence, of the proposition.
V is irreducible then M is equivalent with
;.
-;. 
which is a proper subspace of V if g i-I. Since G is finite, this implies
Then J is G-invariant and 9'(V)/J is equivalent with qG)* ~ qG] as a G-module.
( 
Thus Proposition 1.6(ii) implies that M has a decomposition as in (ii). Since (i) is a consequence of (ii), the theorem follows.
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS INVARIANT UNDER A WEYL GROUP
Let ~ be a real n-dimensional vector space over R with inner product ( ... , ... ). Let V = (~)c = ~ ~R C. We will denote the Hermitian extension of ( ... , ... ) by the same symbol. Let <I> be a (reduced) root system contained in ~*, and let W c O(~) be the (finite) group generated by the reflections about the hyperplanes a = 0, a E <1>. Let U I " ' " un be a set of basic homogeneous invariants which we take to be real valued on ~. Fix <1>+, a system of positive roots for <1>. Let XI' ••• ,x n be a set of linear coordinates on ~ corresponding to an orthonormal basis. Let c;l"'" c;n be the dual coordinates on ~* . If f, g E 9' (~ x ~*) then let {f, g} (the Poisson bracket of f and g) be as in Appendix 1. We say that the pair (W, V) is "good" if the smallest subalgebra of 9'(V x V*) containing 9' (V) 
Then B is a subalgebra of 9'(V x V*)w containing 9'(V)w, 9'(V*)w and closed under { ... , ... } (see the formula for the "top order symbol" of of Appendix 2 since (in the notation of that appendix) P f = -i-{u, f} with u = Lic;~, Pjf = -{qJi(c;) , f}. In the case of F4 the proof of ;:goodness" is somewhat complicated and will be given elsewhere.
For the rest of this section we will study the module theory of the algebra, .!B, generated by 9'(V)w and S(V)w. Let XI' ... ,x n be linear coordinates on ~ corresponding to an orthonormal basis. We define a conjugate linear anti-automorphism
Let n be the product of a system of positive roots for <1>. We observe that
Proposition 2.3. There exists ko such that n 2k oD(V)w c.!B .
To prove this result we will introduce some notation and results that will be used throughout this paper. Chevalley's theorem implies that we can choose u l ' ... , un with u i homogeneous of degree d i , d i :
given by f ® h 1-+ fh is a linear bijection. We note that the U j can be chosen such that U j are real valued on ~ and such that if pES
Let W denote the set of equivalence classes of irreducible representation of
It is easy to see that it is enough to prove Proposition 2.1 under the assumption that the action of W on V is irreducible. We define Tix;) = 0iUj. Then 
Hence D E!I as was to be proved.
(
The proof of this assertion will take some preparation. If f is a polynomial
Set [aij] equal to the inverse to the matrix [Oju) .
If D is a differential operator on U with COO coefficients then we can write
on U and hence, on all of ~. This implies (2).
If we use the Bernstein filtration on D(V) (see Appendix 1) then the corresponding graded ring is .9 (V x V*). The subring corresponding to the induced
Then it is easily seen that as a (.9(V) 
(2) implies that there exists ko such that n 2ko E c.£O . Hence n 2k oD(V)w c.£O . This completes the proof of Proposition 2.3. [A] denote the A-isotypic component of .9(V) with respect to the action of W. In Proposition 1.5 we have seen that for each Furthermore, .9(V) [A] == VA ® V;.. The moduJe VA can be realized as follows. Let Z c .9(V) be a W-invariant irreducible subspace in the class of A. Let
Proof. Fix Z as above and realize VA as D(V)w h = Iv. Let .9(V)[n; 2) denote the subalgebra of the algebra of rational functions on V with denominator powers of n 2k . That is, .9(V)[n; 2] is the algebra of functions generated by [n;2] (resp. ~n;2)) be the algebra of operators generated by D(V) (resp . .£0) and n-2 . Then it is easy to see that N[n;2) is a D(V)~2fsubmodule
Let M be a nonzero ~ -submodule of N.
(iv) As a 9'(V)w-module N (resp. M) is free on generators any basis of N n:Jt' (resp. M n:Jt') .
In light of the Chevalley theorems (described above) it is enough to show
either N or M. Let 9'i (V) denote the space of homogeneous polynomials of
J<k J<k
We are now ready to complete the proof of the theorem. Let hi' ... , h m be a basis of :Jt' n N such that hi' '" , hr is a basis of M n:Jt'. If v E N then v can be written uniquely in the form v = E 1;hj with 1; E 9' (V) W .
(iii) implies that there exists k such that n 2k v EM; thus, (iv) implies that n 2k v = Ej<r gjh j with gj E 9'(V)w . Applying (iv) again we find that n 2k 1; = 0
Let AI denote the full subcategory of all ~-submodules, M, such that n 2 acts injectively on M. 
Let k be so large that n 2k aij E ~ for all i, j. We have
Hence, n 2k ®,q] 
irreducible as a ~-module, this implies that T = O. This implies (i).
We now prove (ii). We have observed that
Let hI' ... ,hn be an orthonormal basis of V, and let h:, ... ,h~ be the dual basis. As in Appendix 1 we have an automorphism, ¢, of D( V) such that
Let ~~ be the full subcategory of all finitely generated D( V) W -modules, M, such that if p E 9'+ (V) W then p acts locally nil potently on M. Let ~~ denote the full subcategory of all finitely generated ~ -modules, M, such that if p E 9'+CV)w then p acts locally nilpotently on M and a(n2) acts injectively Let g be a reductive Lie algebra over C. Let G denote the group of automorphisms of g generated by those of the form e adx , x E g. We fix a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form, B, on g such that B([x, y] , z) = -B(y, [x, z]) for x, y, z E g. We assume (as we may) that there exists a real form gu of g such that BI is negative definite. Let ~ be a Cartan subalgebra of g, and 9.
let CI> = CI>(g,~) be the root system of g relative to ~. Let W denote the Weyl group of g with respect to ~. We recall Harish-Chandra's construction of a "radial component" map from differential operators on g to differential If X E g then we define r(X) to be the vector field on g given by
Then r defines a Lie algebra homomorphism of g into D(g) , and hence r has a canonical extension to the universal enveloping algebra of g, U(g). We define a linear map
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Notice that there exists
We now recall some results of Harish-Chandra related to this construction.
Since 9 = ~ EEl Z , we have a direct sum decomposition g* = ~* EEl Z* . If p E S(g) then we look upon p" as an element of 9'(g*). We set Res9/~ (p) = Plh •.
In the next section we will give a more direct characterization of J . Let .91 be the subalgebra of D(g)G generated by 9'(g)G and S(g)G.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that (W,~) is good (in the sense of § 2). There exists
Furthermore the following sequence of algebra homomorphisms is exact: Corollary 3.2. If 9 has no simple ideals of type E then the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 is true for g. This is a direct consequence of Corollary 2.2. We will say that 9 is "nice" if the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 is true for g. Thus we know that 9 is nice if it contains no simple ideals of type E.
A CLOSER EXAMINATION OF THE IDEAL J
We retain the notation of the previous section. If X E 9 then we write 
We note that if DE D(g)G and there exists kEN such that
Before we begin the preparations for the proof of the converse assertion we first give a conjectural sharpening of the lemma.
We note that the answer to this question would be yes if one could show that the ideal in .9(g x g) generated by the polynomials X,
is a prime ideal (it is a well-known result of Richardson that the corresponding affine algebraic set is irreducible).
We will now develop some material necessary for our proof of Lemma 4.1. Let qJI' ••• ,qJ/ (l = dim~) be algebraically independent generators of .9(g)G such that each qJj takes real values on gu. Let, for X E g, 'I'i(X) E 9 be defined by B ('I'i(X) , Y) = dqJi (Y). Then 'I'i is a polynomial mapping of 9 x to 9 and One can show that if X E 9 then dim Cg(X) = I if and only if '1'1 (X), ... , 'I'/(X) are linearly independent. This was first observed by Kostant. We regard g' as the affine variety V = {(x, t) E 9 x Cjd/(x)t = 1}. If X E 9 then [X, Xi] E Cg(X).L. Fix Xo E g', and let XI' ... , Xn be a basis of C g (Xo).L . Then [X o ' Xd, ... , [Xo' Xn] is also a basis of C g (Xo).L . We set
is a polynomial map of 9 to 9 and uj(X)
We now take a closer look at the maps
to be the restriction of r X' If p E 8(g) , x E U(g) , and g E G then we set
We have 
This completes the proof of the lemma.
A THEOREM OF HARISH-CHANDRA
Let go be a reductive Lie algebra over R. Let 9 denote the complexification of go. We assume throughout this section that 9 is nice (see the end of §3). We choose B such that there is a real form gu of 9 such that Big. is negative definite and such that B(go' go) cR. This clearly can be done. We denote by G u the subgroup of G generated by {e ad x IX E gu}. Let .9' (go) be the usual Schwartz space of go with the usual Frechet space topology. If f E .9'(go) then we use B to define ~(f) = !T(f) == J E .9'(go) as in Appendix 1. Let 1> be defined as in Appendix 1 for an orthonormal basis of 9 with respect to B. We
for DE D(g) and f E .9'(go).
Let J be as in the previous sections.
Proof. We first observe that if 
Proof. We note that if X E 9 then (r(X)) = -r(X). Thus
Let D E J , and let DI E J be such that DI = D. Let kEN be such that
The converse is proved in the same way.
Let GO be the subgroup of G generated by {eadXlx Ego}. 
If Q is an invariant open subset of go and if
We will now give a new proof of the following theorem of Harish-Chandra. We note that an affirmative answer to the question in the last section would directly imply the theorem. If 9 is nice our proof is independent of Theorem 5.3 and for such go we show how the next result (combined with our theory) implies Theorem 5.3.
Theorem 5.4. If 0 is an open, nonempty, completely invariant subset of go then
The first part of our proof follows the same line of the original argument of Harish-Chandra (we will refer to the exposition in Varadarajan [Var] ). The proof is by induction on dimg. If dimg < 3 then J = {O}, so the result is clear. Assume the result for 2 :::; dim 9 < r. We look at the case dim 9 = r.
We refer to [Var, for the reduction of the inductive step to the case when 9 is semisimple and if DE J, suppDT c.IY. Thus Lemma 2 in Appendix 3 implies that DT extends to a tempered distribution on go. Since suppDT c.IY, if f E 9'+(g)G then there exists kEN such that /' DT = O.
Applying the Fourier transform, this implies that if p E S+(g)G then there exists
We now assume that 9 is nice. Let DI E J; then dimS(g)G DI (DT) < 00. 
Hence if no is the element of N corresponding to DT then t5 (4) 
DISTRIBUTIONS SUPPORTED ON THE NILPOTENT CONE AND WEYL GROUP REPRESENTATIONS
We will use the notation and conventions of §5 in this section except that we will take go to be semisimple and B to be the Killing form. Let ,AI be the cone of all nilpotent X E go (i.e., ad X is nilpotent Proof. If we show that 9~(go)Go is finitely generated as a g-module then the above observation implies that 9?~(go)Go E ~~. The theorem would then follow from Theorem 2.7. We are thus left with the proof of finite generation. If T E 9?~(go)Go then .91' T E t:V. Thus, in particular, Eo acts semisimply on 9~(go)Go. In light of Theorem 2.7, to prove the finite generation of 9~(go)Go it is enough to prove that the dimension of each eigenspace for Eo in 9~(go)Go is finite dimensional. In order to prove this, we set up some notation and a lemma that will be used later in this section. In light of the semisimplicity of Eo on 9~(go)Go the lemma is essentially the same as [BVl, Corollary 3.9] . However, since it is critical to our application, we will include the (not too difficult) proof.
If X E 9 then set gX = ker ad X. If X E go then g; = gX n go is the Lie algebra of G; = {g E GoIgX = X}. Clearly, 
(i) Q n ~ = &p , and
Since cl> is a submersion, we may define, for T E 9J~(go) Go, cl>°(T) 
) Yj8~J cl>°(T).
We note that 'E(J.lj + 1) = dimg and that dim V = dimgX by TDS theory. We also note that cl>°(T) E S(Vdt5v, o = 9J (t5 v , o If X E go then we recall that there is a canonical Go invariant measure (the Kostant-Kirillov measure) on &x given as follows. If y E &x and if U, v E T(&x) [U, V] ). Then w defines a symplectic structure on &x and IIx = wm(X) defines a volume form on &x. In [RR] 
D(g)G Tx = EB mx(A)V)..

).EW
We have therefore assigned to each X E,AI" a function m x: This result will take some preparation. We note that there are choices of invariant measures on Go and G:
Go/G;
If hE Go and if hX = cX for some c E R then
As above, we will look upon the N-module NTx as a g-module via c5. 
J.
Hence
We have thus shown that
This formula is valid if X = 0 .
We note as above that f5(Eg + !f) = E~ + i. Since m = dimg, the lemma follows.
We will now give another interpretation of the D ( Proof. We realize VJ. as tBpf5 0 with p E ¢(~(J.) [A] ). We note that
The lemma now follows from Theorems 1.6 and 2.7.
Lemma 6.6. If X E ,AI' then the highest eigenvalue of Eg on Sf'T x is
-t (dim 9 + dim gX) and it occurs with multiplicity I.
Proof. In light of (*) in the proof of Lemma 6.4, the eigenspace for Eg with eigenvalue -t (dim 9 + dim gX) has positive dimension. The result now follows from the second assertion of Lemma 6.2.
Proof of Theorem 6.3. As a tB-module, M = Sf'T x is isomorphic with EBJ.EWmX(A)VJ.. Thus the highest eigenvalue of E~ on M is -1-j(X) with multiplicity equal to 
J.EW j(J.)=j(X)
Here dy is the Lebesgue measure on £)0 corresponding to a pseudo-orthonormal
where ¢> is defined as in Appendix 1 corresponding to an orthonormal basis of £). Thus we have
We also note that if M is the ~-module VA with action given by D· m = Dm then M ~ VA . With these observations in hand we can prove the theorem. Set T = Tx' As a ~-module NT is isomorphic with vAx. Let C be as
This implies that n~e = he with he E Jt'. Since Ef) = -Ef) + / , we see that We now look at a special case of these results. Let gl be a semisimple Lie algebra over C. Let go denote gl as a Lie algebra over R. Let u l be a compact form of gl . Let X denote complex conjugation of X E gl with respect to u l Then we identify go with the subalgebra {(X, X) E gl x gliX E gl} of gl x gl . If £)1 is a Cartan subalgebra of gl then £)0 = {(X, X)IX E £)I} is a Cartan subalgebra of go' With these identifications 9 = gl X gl and £) = £)1 X £)1 . Note. The above result implies that for a semisimple Lie algebra over C, we have constructed an injective map from the set of nilpotent orbits of the adjoint group into the set of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of its Weyl group. At the end of this section we will use the results of [BV2, BV3, HK] to show that this correspondence is the Springer correspondence [S] .
Proof· Since ~o -(~o n ~') is of (real) codimension 2 in ~o' we see that ~o n ~' is connected. Set T = T(X,X) and h~on~' = h x . If we had chosen a different Cartan subalgebra then it would be of the form g~o with g E Go. Since T (hence T) is Go-invariant, the corresponding" h" would be given by h(gH) = hx (H) for H E ~o. Also by the Go-invariance of T and the ~-invariance of 1t , we see that w h x = h x for w E ~. This implies that (II). ) wo =f. O. Schur's x Lemma, the fact that every irreducible representation of »'t is defined over R, and Theorem 6.3 imply that:
This implies that if XI' X 2 are nilpotent elements of 91 and if A(XI ,XI) =
A(X 2 ,X 2 ) then there exists c E C such that 1( X I'X I ) = C1(X 2 ,X 2 ) on 9~ and, hence, on 9 0 by Theorem 5.5. This implies that T(XI'X I ) = c1(X2'X 2 ). Since
19(X I ,X I
) is the unique open orbit in its closure, this completes the proof.
We now return to the general case. The main result in this section is Theorem 6.9. Let X E./Y. Ifwe look upon X as a nilpotent element of 9 then Ax=ax · Proof. We note that GoX is open in GXn90. We look upon GX as a complex submanifold of 9. By its very definition, lIx extends to a holomorphic 2m(X) form on GX. We will use the same symbol for this extension. Then up to a scalar multiple, lI(X,X) = lIx 1\ v x · Let Yx = {f E 9'(g)lf(&x) O}. If x E &x then there exists an open neighborhood, no of x in go' and It ' ... , f m -2m (x) E Yx that are real valued on no and such that no n &x = {y E nolf;(y) = O}. We may also assume that there is an open neighborhood, n, of GX in 9 such that n n go = no and n n GX = {y E'nlf;(y) = O}.
If we shrink 0, we may assume that 0 n GX is connected and there are local holomorphic coordinates Xl' ••• ' Xm on n such that Xj(x) = 0 and x j+2m(X) = f; for i ~ 1 and that Xl' ••• ' Xm restricted to no are (real) local coordinates on no. Furthermore, may assume that these coordinates on no satisfy the condition of Lemma 3 in Appendix 3 for M = &x and that after reordering {RexI' ... , Rex m , ImxI ' ... ,Imx m } satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3 in Appendix 3 for M = GX. In the notation of Lemma 3 in Appendix 3, if rto is the" rt" for (J) = lIx then rto extends to a holomorphic function on GX n n and the" rt" for lI(X ,X) is rtotl o .
If D E D(g)G then we can think of D as a holomorphic differential operator on 9 and then we denote it by D® 1 . We can think of D as an antiholomorphic differential operator on 9 and then we denote it by 1 on n n GX with a l looked upon as partial derivatives from the holomorphic tangent space. Thus Proof. In [HK] it is shown that (1(x ,X))I~I = h/(1C 0 it) and that h is a (W x W)-harmonic polynomial whose cyclic space under W x W is in the class of A 0 A with A the Springer representation associated with X. Theorem 6.7 now implies the result.
We conclude this section with a complete description of g-.:r(g)G a as a s(-module in the special case when go is a semisimple Lie algebra over C looked upon as a Lie algebra over R. We use the notation and conventions established above for this special case.
Theorem 6.11. As a !B(g, ~)-module g-.:r(go)G o is isomorphic with
for X E ~o n g'. Furthermore, !B h is irreducible and in ~w. Thus, To prove that m" " = 1, we will make use of Harish-Chandra's theory of orbital integrals. Let 'n l denote the sum of the root spaces in gl corresponding , 7.3.6] . There is a choice of Lebesgue measure on n such that (see [RRG1, 7.3.8(4) 
for X E ~o n g'. In light of the material at the b~ginning of the proof of this theorem, it follows that .SiI Th is isomorphic with VA. ® VA. when looked upon as a B-module.
ApPENDIX 1. POLYNOMIAL DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
The purpose of this appendix is to compile basic theory of the Weyl algebra that will be used in the body of the paper. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over C, and let V* denote the dual space. Let 9'(V) denote the algebra of all polynomials on V, and let S(V) the symmetric,algebra on V. 9'k(V) (resp. Sk(V)) will denote the space of elements in 9'(V) (resp. S(V)) homo-
We also use the notation D( V) for the algebra of differential operators on V with polynomial coefficients. If v E V then we look upon v as a differential operator on V using the operation vl(x) = 8vl(x) = ftl(x + tV)lt=o for 1 E 9'(V). The corresponding map v 1--+ 8 v induces an injective algebra homomorphism of S(V) 
gives the isomorphism. We also note that if DiE Dk; (V) The next theorem (an algebraic version of the Stone·-Von Neumann theorem) is a special case of the Kashiwara Lemma of 9 -module theory. Since it plays a critical role in this paper, we will record a relatively simple proof. 
The formula for E implies that
Since ~ = {O}, this implies our vanishing assertion. We note that We define an isomorphism, ¢>, of D(V) W. In this section we will be studying the action of W on V x V* given by
We set P = Eje/J/8xj. If f E 9'(V) then pkf is called a polarization of f. We identify 9'(V) (resp. 9'(V*)) with the polynomials on 9'(V x V*) that depend only on Xl' ••. 'X n (resp. e l , •.• , en)' The basic question of this section is to find a method of generating 9' (V x v*) W using 9' (V) W • Based on a result in [W] for the symmetric group (and its easy extension to Weyl groups of type Bn = en) it has been suggested (sometimes conjectured) that 9'(V x V*)w is generated as an algebra by the polarizations of the elements of 9'(V)w. We will call this suggestion the polarization hypothesis. Unfortunately, this hypothesis is false for Weyl groups of type Dn for n ~ 4. Before we go on to positive results we give an example for D 4 of an invariant that is not in the algebra generated by polarizations of elements of 9'(V)w .
We will use the notation of [Bo] . 
Then U E 9'(V x V*)w. We assert that U is not contained in the algebra generated by the polarizations of the elements of 9' (V) W • Since P is a vector field it is enough to show that U is not in the algebra generated by 1 and pk U j for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Proposition 2. The polarization hypothesis is true for Weyl groups of type An' En = C n ' G 2 . The revised polarization hypothesis is true for D n , n ~ 4. Proof. We first consider the case of G 2 . We note that the argument that we use would apply to any dihedral group. Let ai' a 2 be simple roots for <1>+ .
Set XI = al/llaill , and take e 2 such that a l (e 2 ) = o. This defines XI' x 2 . Set Sl = sal· We take as basis generators for the invariants of Sl' u = X~ + xi and x 2 • The polarization hypothesis is trivial for the group generated by Sl • Thus Pu, x 2 ' and ~2 . We write
If q = 0 then since Av(xf) is W -invariant it is a polynomial in u I ' u 2 . If q > 0 then g = Av(~+q) is invariant, so it is a polynomial in u I ' u 2 and f= CL' Pp,q(u, Pu)Pq(g) p,q
with C-I=(p+q)(p+q-l) ... (p+l).
We note that this argument is a variant of Weyl's original argument of An' We now consider the cases An_I' En' Dn. For all of these cases we take Xi = e i as in [Bo] . We will use the symbol
Then in the An_I case every j E .9'(V x V*)w is a linear combination of terms as above. For Bn the same is true as long as we restrict our symbols to rj + Sj even. For Dn this is true if for k < n the rj + Sj are even and for k = n the rj + Sj are either all even or all odd.
Let A be the algebra generated by 1 and the polarizations of the basic invariants. We show that the symbols above for k < n are in A by induction on
Assume the assertion for 1 $ k -1 < n. If k < n then
T S T S T S n-k+1 T S T S .
( We set L2j_I=Lj<!;k-18/8xj. We note that LCL2k_ICLj9I.9'(V*)wPj.
(Here we take u j = Lj x;j for j = 1, ... , n -1 and un = X I X 2 ··· x n .) Indeed if v k (<!) = Lj <!;k then Since v k is a polynomial in u I ' ... , un' the assertion follows from the chain rule. We now prove that if A I is the algebra generated by the polynomials LjILj2···Lj/ with jj odd and jE.9'(V)w then U = (X;I<!:I .. . x~n<!~n) E Al by induction on the number, q, of sJ =1= o. If q = 0, then U E .9'(V)w CAl.
Assume 0 $ q $ k -1 . We now consider the case when q = k. Set p = n -k.
Then we may (after relabeling) assume that ApPENDIX 3. SOME OBSERVATIONS ABOUT DISTRIBUTIONS In this appendix we first give a slight generalization of the well-known result that a homogeneous distribution on R n is tempered. We use it to show that certain distributions, locally defined, on a real semisimple Lie algebra extend to tempered distributions. If n is a compact subset of R n then we set C; (Rn) equal to the space of all smooth functions on R n such that supp fen with the topology given by the seminorms ql(f) = sUPxEn 18 1 f(x)1 for I = (iI' ... , in)' i j E N (= {O, 1, 2, ... }). Here we use standard multi-index notation as in Appendix 1.
As usual, a distribution on R n is a linear function, T, on C;"(Rn) such that T is continuous on each space C;(R n ). As a customary, we set 9' (R n ) equal to the space of all distributions on R n . If f E C,oo(Rn) then we set
Here IIxII 2 = x~ + ... + x; (as usual) and k ~ O. As is usual, we denote by .9"(Rn) the space of all f E Coo(Rn) such that Pk ,/(f) < 00 for all k ~ 0, I endowed with the topology induced by the seminorms Pk, I. If T E 9' (Rn) then (as usual) we say that T is tempered if T extends to a continuous functional on .9"(Rn).
We set E = Ei x j 8 /8x j • The following is a mild extension of a well-known result and is no doubt also well known. The proof involves standard methods of distribution theory. Lemma 1. If T E 9' (Rn) is such that dim C[E]T < 00 then T is tempered.
We will now apply this lemma to the case of interest in this paper. Let G be a semisimple group of inner type (cf. [RRGI, 2.2.8]). Let g be the Lie algebra of G, and let 0 be a Cartan involution of G. As usual, B will denote the Killing fomi of g. We note that (X, Y) = -B(OX, Y) defines an inner product on g. Using an orthonormal basis of 9 with respect to ( ... , ... ) we may identify g with R n with n = dim g. If X E 9 then X is said to be nilpotent if Ad X is nilpotent. Let ,Af denote the variety of nilpotent elements of g. If f E C<Xl(O) and if g E G then we set r(g)f(X) = f(Ad(g)-IX).
We set 9'(0)G = {T E 9'(n) IT(r(g) f) = T(f) for all g E G, f E C;'(On. The following result is due to Harish-Chandra. However, his proof is quite complicated (see [Var, and if {X, Y, H} is an s-triple in 9 then e-tadH X = e-2t X. Thus if t is sufficiently large e-tadH X En. Hence X En. According to [Var, Theorem 28, p. 19] there exists a E COO(n)G such that suppa cO, and a is identically equal to 1 in a neighborhood of O. Thus if X E ,Af then a(X) = a(e-tadH X) = lim t --++ oo a(e-tadH X) = a(O) = 1. Thus a is identically equal to 1 in a neighborhood of ,Af. We set S = aT. Then S E 9' (g)G and S(f) = T(f) for f E C;'(O). Thus to prove the lemma it is enough to show that S is tempered. We note that the support of S is contained in ,Af .
Hence Lemma 8.3.7 in [RRGI] implies that dimC[E]S < 00. Lemma 1 implies that S is tempered.
We will now prove another technical result that will be used in §7. Let M be an m-dimensional submanifold of R n • Assume that for each u E M there exists a neighborhood, 0, of u in R n and local coordinates {Xl' ... ,X n } on n such that Xj(u) =0, l::; i::; n, and MnO={yEnlxj(y) =O, i>m}. Let w be a smooth d-form on M that defines a volume form on M. We define a distribution on R n by T(f) = fM fw, f E C;'(R n ) (note that our local condition implies that T is in fact a Radon measure on Rn). If D is a differential operator on R n then let DT denote its formal adjoint with respect to Lebesgue measure. Proof. Assume that D is of order k. Let rp E C;'(Q) be such that the support of rp is contained in the set R = {y E QI IXj(Y)1 < r, 1 ::=; i ::=; n}. Let V={YEQlxj(y) =O, i>m, IXj(Y) I<r, l Lance Small has observed that Lemma 1.2 can be deduced from the results in S. Montgomery, Fixed rings offinite automorphism groups of associative rings, Lecture Notes in Math., vol. 818, Springer, Berlin, 1980. 
